Selling: N Brown (BWNG); AIM; General Retailer
Managing a portfolio is a lot like managing a garden. In gardening there are regular recurring tasks such as trimming back
fast-growing plants and replacing unattractive plants with more attractive alternatives. In a portfolio this means regularly
trimming back oversized positions and replacing unattractive holdings with more attractive alternatives.

(adjusted) Purchase price

Current price

Holding period

£3.47 on 07/11/2014

£0.62

5 years 3 months

Capital loss

Dividend income

Annualised return

82%

19%

- 19%

"We are #1 for womenswear size 20+ in the UK. We offer an extensive range of products,
predominantly clothing, footwear and homewares, and our Financial Services proposition allows
customers to spread the cost of shopping with us."

Overview
When N Brown joined the portfolio in late 2014 it was a successful mail order catalogue business doing
what, at first glance, seemed to be a decent job of transitioning to the online world.
In reality it was a long way behind where it needed to be, and had seriously underinvested in the hard and
soft infrastructure needed to compete in a mobile-first world.
Today N Brown’s transition to a pure-play online retailer is almost complete, but it has lost the major
competitive advantages it held as a mail order catalogue business. As a pure-play online retailer N Brown
doesn’t have the sort of proven track record of success that I’m looking for, so I have decided to sell.
Dividend yield

PE10

PD10

Growth rate

Growth quality

Suspended

3.9 (max 30)

5.2 (max 60)

- 0.4% (min 2%)

60% (min 75%)

Return on capital

Return on sales

Debt ratio

Capex ratio

Acquisition ratio

6% (min 10%)

5% (min 5%)

12.4 (max 4.0)

82% (medium)

2% (max 100%)

Green = Better than FTSE 100; Amber = Worse than FTSE 100; Red = Outside “rule of thumb” min or max values
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Investment checklist for buy and sell decisions
This investment checklist is designed improve the odds that the model portfolio only invests in quality companies and
defensive companies trading at prices which represent good value. You can access the current template for this checklist
as a Google Doc here: UK Value Investor Checklist.

Quality: Is this a quality company? NO .
Q.1. Does it have a focused core business?
NO N Brown is an online retailer with revenues split approximately 60/40 across clothing and homewares.
The clothing business has four primary brands. Historically these brands also sold homewares, but
homewares is now being pulled out into a separate brand. Here’s a list of the clothing brands, including the
percentage of total revenues for each (including their respective homeware revenues):
●

Simply Be (15%): Fashion and beauty products for plus-sized women aged 25 to 45

●

Jacamo (8%): Fashion and grooming products for plus-sized men aged 25 to 50

●

JD Williams (18%): Fashion and homewares for women aged 45 to 65

●

Ambrose Wilson (5%): Fashion for women aged 65+ via catalogue or website

You may have noticed that those revenue percentages add up to 46% rather than 100%. That’s because N
Brown also generates 20% of its revenues from what it now calls its Product Brands. This is a collection of
non-core brands including Fashion World, Premier Man, House of Bath, Marisota, Oxendales, High &
Mighty and Figleaves.
That’s a lot of brands. Too many in fact, and N Brown is now in the process of closing down or folding its
Product Brands into its four core clothing brands.
Even with that additional 20% of revenues the total is still a long way short of 100%. That’s because N
Brown also has a substantial customer credit business, giving customers the ability to buy now and pay later
in installments. The credit business generates the remaining 34% of overall revenues.
Currently then, N Brown is split between 11 clothing brands, homewares and a credit business.
Personally I think N Brown should simplify and focus its efforts, and the company’s relatively new
management team agrees. As I’ve already mentioned, non-core brands are being folded into the four core
brands and homeware products have been moved to a new standalone brand, Home Essentials.
This is a good start, but personally I’d like to see the homewares business spun off, the credit business
wound down or sold and outsourced to third parties. Erring on the side of caution I would say that N Brown
is not a highly focused business, at least not focused enough if it wants to compete in the online clothing
market against ASOS, Amazon, Next and many others.
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Q.2. Has it had the same core business for over a decade?
NO In some ways N Brown’s business is exactly the same as it was twenty years ago. It sells a mix of
own-brand and third-party clothing and homewares, and tries to sell as much as possible on credit. But in
other ways the very core of the business has changed, and that core was its mail order catalogues.
15 years ago, around 90% of N Brown’s product revenue came through home shopping mail order
catalogues. Today that figure is barely 15%, with 85% of product revenues generated through its websites.
This transformation matters because N Brown’s business used to be built around (a) direct mail marketing to
the sort of people who would use mail order catalogues and (b) organising the design, manufacture and
distribution of those catalogues. Today those legacy skills are virtually worthless because basically nobody
uses mail order catalogues anymore.
The old catalogue business has been replaced with a pure-play online retail business, but the company only
started to get serious about the needs of online shoppers somewhere around 2014. At that point a new CEO
took over and immediately began to invest heavily in the necessary infrastructure.
Since then the company’s move online has continued and is now largely complete. However, The current
online business only really got started in 2014, so N Brown’s core online retail business has not been
around for more than a decade.

Q.3. Has it had broadly the same goal and strategy for more than a decade?
NO

N Brown’s goal has been expressed in different ways over the years, but essentially its goal was

always to be a niche fashion and homewares retailer with a strong customer credit offer. That hasn’t
changed. As for strategy, N Brown had three CEOs and three fairly distinct strategies over the last decade.
The first strategy lasted until 2013. It was focused on (a) improving the online offer (at this point its websites
were mostly just for taking catalogue orders), (b) international expansion, with Simply Be launched in the
US, and (c) moving onto the high street, with new stores opening for Simply Be and other brands.
A new CEO arrived in 2014 and soon launched an updated strategy. The international and store expansion
plans remained, while the online offer got significantly more focus, with technology and warehouse
investment increasing from £20 million to £60 million. The new strategy also focused on four or five key
brands as the existing 30+ brands and websites was clearly a bad idea.
Fundamentally transforming an outdated business was never going to be easy, and in 2019 a new CEO and
strategy appeared. This time the goal was for N Brown to be a pure UK online retailer with a handful of core
niche brands. The catalogue business is being killed off, with existing catalogue customers and non-core
brands transitioning to the core brand websites.
This leaves N Brown as a more focused online UK retailer, although still not focused enough for my liking.
However, this repeated change of strategy is not a sign of stability or management foresight.
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Q.4. Has it earned consistently good returns?
NO N Brown’s profitability was acceptable before 2013, with return on capital employed and return on
sales consistently above 10%. However, much of this impressive profitability came at the expense of
necessary investment in technology. The increase in capex from £20 million to £60 million in 2015 shows
just how under-invested the company was.
Since then the company’s earnings have gradually declined, year after year after year, with much of that
decline caused by the same underinvestment that drove higher profits pre-2013.
For the last seven years N Brown’s return on capital has been significantly below 10% while return on sales
has gradually declined to less than 5%. Both of are far below my hurdle rates of 10% and 5% respectively,
so by that definition N Brown has not produced consistently good returns.

Q.5. Has it produced consistent and sustainable growth?
NO For most of the last decade N Brown’s revenues and capital employed have increased at a steady and
unspectacular rate. But this has not led to an increase in earnings, cash flows or dividends.
Over the last ten years, earnings per share have fallen from a high of almost 30p in 2012 to a significant
loss in 2019. Dividends fared no better, having been held flat for several years, cut in 2018 and more
recently suspended.

Q.6. Is there a culture of evolution rather than transformation?
YES N Brown has been on a transformative journey these last few years, but not by choice.
Before 2010 or thereabouts, N Brown was happy with its place in the world as a leading mail order
catalogue business. It had websites, but most customers still browsed through the company’s mail order
catalogues before going online to place their order.
The advent of the iPhone, the iPad and their Android-based competitors took N Brown’s catalogues (and its
competitive advantage as a leader in that field) and effectively tore them to shreds. With fast broadband
connections and high quality phone and tablet screens, it was clear that almost nobody would be using
paper catalogues in the future.
In 2012 and 2013 the Chairman and CEO left the company, having held those positions for decades.
Perhaps they understood the scale of change required and did not relish the thought of trying to transform a
traditional mail order business into a cutting edge online retailer?
Since then N Brown has been through a very difficult transformation which is now largely complete.
Despite all this, I don’t think transformation is in N Brown’s blood. That’s probably why it ran into problems in
the first place. The pre-2013 management team didn’t want to transform the business, so they didn’t. As for
the future, I don’t expect N Brown to launch another transformation project anytime soon.
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Q.7. Has the company avoided excessively rapid expansion?
YES N Brown has been in decline for much of the last decade, so excessive expansion is not something
management could be accused of.

Q.8. Has the company grown organically rather than through acquisition?
YES N Brown hasn’t produced any organic growth lately, but there were no large acquisitions either.

Q.9. Does the company benefit from network effects?
NO Unlike eBay or Facebook, N Brown’s customers do not directly add a significant amount of value to
other customers.

Q.10. Does the company benefit from unique and hard to replicate assets?
NO Although N Brown does have some reasonably well known brands, I am reluctant to say that these are
particularly valuable.
There are a million and one clothing brands, especially online, and I think very few of those brands allow the
companies behind them to attract and retain customers more cheaply or raise prices higher than their peers.
In N Brown’s case, I doubt that many of their customers really care whether they buy clothing from Jacamo
or one of its competitors. As long as the quality, fit and price are competitive and meet whatever criteria the
shopper has in mind, that that’s usually enough. In other words, N Brown’s brands don’t have the attractive
power and pricing power (and therefore the value) of something like Burberry.
Having said that, I do think the Simply Be brand is strong among its core younger plus-size female
audience, but unfortunately Simply Be only generates a minority of N Brown’s revenues and profits.

Q.11. Does the company benefit from core market leadership?
NO N Brown was the leader in its legacy mail order catalogue market. It also had an early lead in some of
its niche markets online, but today the only market leading brand is Simply Be and the overall online offer is
definitely not market leading.
Focusing on Simply Be, it’s the UK market leader in plus size fashion for younger women, and in my opinion
it is by far the best part of N Brown. The brand has grown revenues by more than 100% over the last
decade and has continued to outperform the company’s other clothing brands through the pandemic.
However, even if we only look at the four core clothing brands, Simply By generates barely a third of total
revenues, so it has a long way to go before it becomes the main engine of N Brown’s growth.
Perhaps in a decade Simply Be will have doubled in size again and will be the company’s largest source of
profits. At that point N Brown could claim meaningful market leadership, but not today.
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Q.12. Does the company benefit from switching costs?
NO N Brown’s rolling customer credit facility does give its credit customers an incentive to buy from the
company over and over again, because when they buy something there’s nothing to pay up front. All that
happens is their minimum monthly payment goes, and that’s easier than dealing with other retailers.
But buy now pay later services such as Klarna or Afterpay are making customer credit a commodity service,
so I don’t think N Brown’s credit offer is likely to provide a meaningful barrier to exit for much longer.

Defensiveness: Is this a defensive company? NO .
D.1. Is the company’s core market defensive?
NO Fashion retail is a notoriously cyclical business and, for the most part, it’s quite easy for customers to
cut down on buying clothes during a recession.

D.2. Is the core market expected to grow over the next ten years?
YES The UK clothing market has grown by one or two percent each year over the last 15 years. It seems
reasonable to assume that will continue over the next ten years or more, mostly thanks to population
growth, inflation and/or real earnings growth.

D.3. Is the core market relatively free from regulatory risk?
YES and NO Clothing, homewares and online retailing are not heavily regulated and their regulatory
environments are quite stable.
But N Brown isn’t just a clothing and homewares retailer. It’s also a financial services business with interest
payments on customer credit making up about 30% of its revenues. And unlike retailing, financial services is
heavily regulated and is becoming evermore so at an increasing pace.
This is a potentially serious problem for N Brown as it faces headwinds from regulatory changes relating to
Unsolicited Credit Limit Increases and Persistent Debt. Persistent Debt, in particular, is part and parcel of its
old business model. Customers were given a rolling credit facility which, in many cases, left customers
paying more in interest than they were paying off the outstanding debt.
As a user of mail order catalogues in my youth (many decades ago) I found this rolling credit facility very
useful, but with high interest rates it can become a problem for some. Regulators are looking to force
companies to prod customers into paying down their debt faster, which will negatively impact N Brown.
Of course N Brown can adapt to this, but perhaps the effort required to adapt to these changing financial
regulations is an unnecessary distraction and an unnecessary risk. N Brown would be a simpler and more
focused business if the customer credit function was outsourced, because pure-play credit businesses can
deal with this sort of thing better than clothing retailers.
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D.4. Is the core market unlikely to be disrupted?
NO N Brown now operates in the fast moving and brutally competitive world of online clothing retail where
disruption is now the norm rather than the exception.
At least Burberry has its brand and more than 100 years of history to lean on, which should help it attract
new customers no matter which social media platform they use or whatever screen device they use
(iGlasses, Google Glasses, some sort of virtual reality headset or who knows what else). And Next is
leveraging its existing high traffic website along with its extensive warehouse and store estate to act as a
one-stop online ordering and fulfillment platform for new and established third-party clothing brands.
But N Brown seems to be just another online clothing retailer (perhaps with the exception of Simply Be) and
operating in a brutally competitive market as just another ho-hum competitor is very risky.

D.5. Is the company free from significant concentration risk?
YES N Brown doesn’t seem to have any major risk around key suppliers, customers or employees.

D.6. Is the company free from significant product or patent risk?
YES N Brown doesn’t rely on patents and while its clothing products are updated frequently, these are
minor changes and don’t represent a serious risk to future sales.

D.7. Is the company largely unaffected by commodity prices?
YES As a clothing and homewares retailer N Brown is not very sensitive to commodity prices.

D.8. Does the company have prudent financial liabilities?
NO By offering customers credit, N Brown sells many of its products without getting cash up front. This is a
problem because suppliers and employees still need to be paid, so to fill that gap N Brown takes on debt.
This is entirely normal for a credit business, but debt is still debt; it’s still a risk and it can still cause
problems.
One way to reduce those risks is to keep the scale of the credit business relatively small.
For example, Next is another clothing retailer using credit offers to attract customers. One offer is nextpay,
which allows customers to buy now and pay later for a 23.9% variable APR. Another is next3step, which
breaks payment into three parts with no interest if all three are paid in full, and a 29.9% APR if not.
Next’s finance business revenues generate around 6% of its overall revenues, so not much in the grand
scheme of things. It’s probably more useful as a way to attract customers who occasionally use credit rather
than as a revenue source in and of itself.
N Brown, on the other hand, gets more than 30% of its overall revenues from the credit business.
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The amount of funding required to run these finance businesses is somewhat proportional to their revenues.
For Next, credit funding came to just over £1 billion in 2020. That sounds like a lot, but even with another £1
billion of store lease liabilities Next still only has a Debt Ratio (the ratio of borrowings and leases to ten-year
average earnings) of 4.4, which is pretty good for a retailer with hundreds of stores, many warehouses and
a credit business.
As for N Brown, its customer loan book is mostly funded by a £500 million loan facility which is more or less
fully drawn. With N Brown producing average profits of less than £50 million in recent years, its Debt Ratio is
an eye-watering 12, which puts it way outside what I’d call prudent.
Of course, that might not be fair given that N Brown has operated a credit business for many decades and
probably knows what it’s doing. But personally I’d be happier if N Brown just outsourced the credit business
and massively reduced the debt on its balance sheet.

Value: Is this company good value? NO .
V.1. Is the company free from problems which are likely to materially damage
its long-term prospects?
YES N Brown recently suspended its dividend, raised £100 million from shareholders and moved from the
FTSE main market to AIM (the Alternative Investment Market). These are signs of a company in trouble, and
that has been a fair description of N Brown over the last few years as its struggled to transform into an
online-first retailer.
Today the transformation is largely complete, although there are still major steps to take such as folding its
multitude of non-core brands into its core brand websites.
Overall though, with the dividend suspended and a recent equity raise from shareholders, I think N Brown is
in a reasonably stable position and I don’t see any obvious problems threatening its long-term future.
However, that’s not the same as saying N Brown is likely to have a long, stable and prosperous future.

V.2. Is dividend growth very likely over the next ten years and beyond (and
how much)?
YES and NO This question gets to the heart of the discounted dividend method (DDM) of valuing
companies which I’m going to use from now on. To value companies using DDM we need to estimate future
dividends that are highly likely to be paid (or “virtually certain” as Warren Buffett would put it).
This isn’t easy with a cyclical business that has just transformed from one business model to another and
doesn’t currently pay a dividend. However, I think some reasonable assumptions can be made.
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And here are those assumptions:
(1)

In the short-term, revenues stay more or less where they are. In the longer-term, profit margins
stabilise around 5%, which is typical of pure online retailers such as ASOS.

(2)

Repositioning as a pure-play online retailer with a handful of core brands will take several more
years of higher than normal technology investment and related expenses.

(3)

Non-core legacy brands are a drag on performance over the next few years and largely offset any
growth from the company’s core brands.

(4)

After 2030 Simply Be grows in line with the UK economy but the rest of the business fails to grow.

That’s a slightly more pessimistic outlook than I gave in my recent triennial review of N Brown. The
difference is mostly a reflection of my increasing focus on quality market leaders and my increasing
scepticism around the long-term prospects of so-so competitors.
The above operational assumptions lead me to the following dividend growth assumptions:
(1)

No dividend is paid until 2023.

(2)

With revenues of around £860m, profit margins of 5% and 460m shares in issue, EPS averages
9-10p over the short-term (the next ten years).

(3)

The dividend is reinstated in 2023 at 2.3p (dividend cover approx. 4.0), after which it grows rapidly at
12% per year to 4.7p giving a more normal dividend cover of around 2.0.

(4)

Beyond 2030 the dividend doesn’t grow at all, reflecting the uncertainty around N Brown’s future.

Those assumptions give the following realistic but conservative estimate of future dividends:
Dividend discount valuation
Estimated future dividends
Discount factor (target return)
Discounted dividends
Estimate future growth:

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030+

0.0

0.0

2.3

2.6

2.9

3.3

3.7

4.1

4.6

51.6

91%

83%

75%

68%

62%

56%

51%

47%

42%

39%

0.0

0.0

1.8

1.8

1.8

1.8

1.9

1.9

2.0

19.9

ST
growth

12.0%

LT
growth

0.0%

Target
rtn

10.0%

Buy
price

33p

Price /
BP

1.9

V.3. Do you think this investment is likely to produce market beating returns
over its lifetime?
NO Based on those estimates of future dividends and a discount rate of 10% (my target rate of return), my
target Buy Price for N Brown is 33p.
My target Sell Price is double the Buy Price, so 66p as of today (at the target Sell Price the expected return
is typically below 7%, i.e. below the market’s long-run average return).
N Brown’s share price at the time of writing is 62p, so on that basis I don’t think the shares are good value,
especially given the uncertainty around N Brown’s longer-term prospects.
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In addition, even if N Brown was more attractively valued, it isn’t the sort of company I want in the portfolio.
I’m after relatively stable growing streams of dividends and I’m not confident N Brown can provide that, so
price is not the primary reason for selling.

Final Decision: Are you happy to own this company at this price?
NO When N Brown joined the model portfolio in late 2014 it was a successful mail order catalogue
business. At first glance it seemed to be doing a decent job of transitioning to the online world, so I was
happy to invest at what I thought was an attractive valuation.
In reality the company had only just brought onboard a CEO who took the internet seriously, and had only
just begun the process of transforming into a pure-play online retailer. It was a long way behind where it
needed to be and had seriously underinvested in the people, technology, processes and other infrastructure
needed to compete in a mobile internet-first world.
Along the way N Brown has faced unexpected external issues, including VAT arguments with HMRC and
huge liabilities from PPI mis-selling, but the company’s fundamental problems were self-inflicted.
With its transition to online retail now almost complete, N Brown has lost the competitive advantage it held
as a mail order catalogue business. I now see this company as yet another online clothing retailer, with
hundreds of other clothing retailers bearing down on it (and each with easy access to a customer credit
offer).
I like Simply Be and I think that’s likely to become the dominant part of N Brown over the next decade. So
perhaps ten years from now N Brown will be dominated by Simply Be and will be the kind of high quality
market leader I’m looking for, but for now it isn’t.
On that basis I will be removing N Brown from the portfolio a few days after this issue is published. The
proceeds will be left in cash or reinvested into one of the holdings being topped up this month.

Other potential sells
Petrofac, Mitie, Standard
Life Aberdeen

Reason for not selling
These all lack quality, defensiveness and value (although Petrofac may be
cheap if you want to own a non-dividend paying oil & gas company) and I expect
to sell them sooner rather than later unless they materially improve.

IMPORTANT NOTICE: This analysis is for education only. It is not a recommendation to buy or sell shares. It should be used alongside
other sources of information and not used in isolation. Always perform your own analysis and factual verification before making
investment decisions. If you need advice see a regulated financial advisor. Please read the important notes on the back page.
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